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Critical Attributes
of Effective

Evaluation Systems

Research studies reveal eight
characteristics.
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W h hat are some of the key ele-
ments that will help an evalu-
ation system address the of-

ten conflicting needs of organizational
accountability and individual growth?
This article considers the critical attri-
butes of effective evaluation systems. It
draws on studies by Wise, Darling-
Hammond, McLaughlin and Bernstein
(1984), as well as on McGreal's (1983)
work and an analysis of the evaluation
systems of all of Colorado's 177 school
districts (Conley 1986) This latter
analysis contrasts theories and plans
with actual practices among districts in
the state.

What emerged from these studies
was a series of eight critical attributes
of effective evaluation systems. These
eight can serve as a convenient frame-
work for evaluating growth and im-
provement as well as for accountabil-
ity and personnel decisions. They are
as follows:

I All participants accept the validit'
of the system Validity refers to an
actual relationship between what is
observed and the results of the investi-
gation (Best 1977). The evaluator and
evaluatee must believe that the meth-
ods and procedures employed will
accurately reflect the evaluatee's per-
formance. Concepts such as "fair" or
"impartial" to describe an evaluation
do not fully capture the idea of shared
participation.

Wise, Darling-Hammond, McLaugh-
lin and Bernstein (1984) note that the
purposes of the system must match the
values, goals, and culture of the orga-
nization and community. In addition,
the overwhelming majority of partici-
pants in the process must feel that the
system collects, analyzes, and feeds
back information in a manner that
accurately reflects their view of reality.

To increase validity administrators
can enlarge the participation of all
groups involved in developing the sys-
tem Often a mystique surrounds the
evaluation process, as if it were so
technical that only experts could un-
derstand it. In practice, nothing could
be further from the truth. Effective
systems hinge on the imprecise and
imperfect interaction between two
people, the evaluator and the evalua-
tee. Mutual trust and confidence en-
able this process to work effectively

2. All participants thoroughly un-
derstand the mechanics of the system

Mechanics of the system include fre-
quency of evaluation, forms, timelines,
purpose of conferences, relation of
process to personnel decisions, appeal
and rebuttal procedures, and methods
of data collection, such as script taping
and checklists

A system becomes less effective
when an evaluator using script taping,
for example, never explains the tech-
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nique to the teacher being observed
Having an evaluator writing furiously
throughout a lesson without anyone in
the room knowing why this is occur-
ring alters teacher and student
behavior.

Teachers often complain that they
do not know how the system operates.
Often districts distribute a manual to
all teachers, including new hires, that
contains a cursory explanation of the
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Evaluatee Performance Focus of Evaluation Process

Master Validation/Growth
Competent Growlh/Improvement

Minimum District Performance Standards
Marginal Improvement/Remediation

Minimum Professional Standards
Incompetent Remediation/Documentation

Fig. 1. Levels of Evauation
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"[Research shows]
eight attributes
[that] can serve as a
convenient
framework for
evaluating growth
and improvement
as well as
accountability and
personnel decisions."

general process of evaluation. This
does not help teachers really under-
stand the process And yet this evalua-
tion process has a profound impact on
teachers-both on their professional
status and their self-image.

School officials should schedule at
least one yearly meeting to review
procedures and priorities for the com-
ing year. In a preconference, they
should provide teachers on that year's
evaluation cycle with more detailed
information about methods of data
collection, expectations, and impor-
tant performance criteria.

3 Evaluatees know that the per-
formance criteria have a clear, con-
sistent rationale The criteria are at the
very heart of an effective system Yet,
in most cases it is unclear where the

criteria came from, why they are being
used, which are more important, and
against what standards they are being
compared.

It is not necessary to derive all
criteria from research on effective in-
struction, although this research is
very useful for discussions

What is more important is that
teachers be significantly involved in
the process of developing these crite-
ria In Colorado districts, experience
has shown that teachers who have
been involved generally ask more of
themselves than criteria-minded ad-
ministrarors would

This confirms the idea that the valid
ity of the system must be accepted by
all participants If it is not, the
most meticulously constructed system
is bound to be ineffective

The relative weight or emphasis giv-
en to each criterion also should be
clear. Most districts have lists that con
tain 20 or more criteria. Clearly, the
evaluator cannot accurately assess eva
luatee performance on all 20 Hence,
teachers need to know which criteria
will be the most important, and what
standards will be used to judge ade-
quate performance Otherwise, teach-
ers feel free to set their own priorities
without regard to district goals

4. Evaluators are properly trained
in the procedural and substantive use
of the system Evaluators must be
aware of more than evaluation time-
lines The purposes and goals of the
system, the means for appeal or rebut
tal, limitation on data sources, the
nature of growth and improvement
plans, the standards against which the
evaluatee's performance is being
iudged-all of these must he known
and acted upon consistently byv district
evaluators.

An evaluator's substantive skills re-
fer to technical skills needed to con-
duct quality evaluations: data collec-
tion, methods of observation, data
analysis, conferencing, goal-setting, re
port writing, and teacher remediation
techniques

S LeVels of evaluation are em
ployed, each with a different goal
Effective systems distinguish between
evaluatees on the growth and im
provement track and those on the
remediation track, by telling the eva
luatee where he or she stands This
differentiation decreases participants'
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-Douglas E. Harris is Assistant Superintendent. Essex Town School District,
Essex, VT 0551. Keith A. Pillsbuy is a Language Arts Teacher at Essex Middle
School and Chair of the Staff Evluaion Review Committee.

"Effective
[evaluation] systems
distinguish between
evaluatees on the
growth and
improvement track
and those on the
remediation track....

anxiety and offers an opportunity to
focus district resources on teachers
needing the most help, and, alerts
those who do not meet district stan-
dards. Evaluators often fail to tell eva-
luatees when thev are deficient

District performance standards that
are clear, definable, and above mini-
mal professional standards promote
the development of levels of evalua-
tion This creates a "remediation
zone" within ,which to attempt to im-
prove the marginally performing indi-
vidual before moving to the dismissal
mode. The dismissal mode is reached
only after effort has first been made
to remediate the individual's
performance

6 7he eraluation distingui.es be-
tuween the formatue and summatue
dimensions This distinction mav be
absolute. taking the form of a "data
curtain" between information collect-
ed during anv formative activities and
the contents of the summative evalua
tion report.

Especially when it is linked to a
system with levels of evaluation, this
distinction is valuable An evaluatee in
the growth/improvement mode, for
example, would not need to be as
concerned about the distinction be-
tween formative and summative as
would the teacher in the remediation
mode For teachers in the validation
growth or growth improvement
modes, Glatthorn (1986) suggests that
the summative portion of the evalua-
tion process be conducted very early
in the cvcle so that the activities under
taken during the remainder of the
cycle can be clearlyv formative

Having the remedial teacher work
with teams of other teachers, especial-
INv those familiar with peer coaching
techniques, is one may to develop
such a data curtain The coaching
teachers do not communicate with the
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evaluator about the results of their *Top district personnel must haveinterventions with the remedial teach- the same evaluation skills as building-er. The evaluator simply observes at a level administrators. Administrativelater date to determine if performance "Evaluation must be evaluation has been even less produc-has improved to the point whereict riority. tive and effective than teacher evalua-meets district standards. · us ' · tion in many districts. These systems7 A variety of evalualton meods When ... teachers must be as rigorous and rational asare used Although clinical supervision those proposed for teachershas gained in popularity during the . . . are notified ... The evaluation process holds great'80s, there are other important meth- that they all will be potential as a means to push towardods of assessing performance. ed improvement of pedagogical skills andGlatthorn (1984) suggests four .. instruioninourschools tspotentialmethods: clinical supervision, cooper- two weeks, they get as a positive, growth-inducing procesnsative professional development, selfdirected development, and adminis a clear message has long been overlooked. The eight~directed development, and adminis-o~ ~critical attributes presented here offertrative monitoring. Effective systems about the a practical framework for determiningmight also include goal-setting tech- importance of if the evaluation system is meeting theniques, an examination of the prod- dual needs of growth anducts of student learning (in forms oth- the process." accountability Lner than standardized test scores), and
efficient use of checklist data, such as When evaluators drop into classesthat supplied by the Florida Perform in the middle of the lesson and leave Referencesance Measurement System (1983) The before the lesson is completed, withartifact approach advanced by McGreal out prior agreement to do so, and this Best. J Research in Lducation, 3d ed(1983) and others, which is also use- is the teacher's sole "formal observa Englewood Cliffs, NJ Prentice-Hlall,ful, requires the evaluatee to assemble tK)n, teachers have difficulty accepting 1977artifacts that illustrate his or her ac- the validity or value of the evaluators Conley, ) enicated Personnel Evaluateait ue evauators lion in Colorado: A Policy Study of Praccomplishments and areas of strength observations, conclusions, or recom- tices and Perceptions at the Tiffe of theand achievement mendations (Little et al. 1984). Implementation of the Cerificated PerThis multifaceted approach requires When evaluators have few discre sonnel Performance Evaluation Act"a high skill level from evaluators But a tionary funds available for staff devel- (If B 1338) tlnpublished doctoral diss,commitment to a variety of evaluation opment or for providing assistance to Uiniversity of Colorado, Boulder, 1986methods with considerable individual- remedial teachers or growth opportu Florida Coalition for the Development of aization for each evaluatee results in a nities to competent and master teach- Performance Measurement System F/or-more efficient use of district re- ers, it is unrealistic to expect that a ida Performance Mfeasuremen .Systemsources Not everv teacher need he great deal of individual incentive will Chiples. Fla.: Panhandle Area Education
observed in the classroxom for the bhe encouraged or exploited ah Remark at Colorado Depasame amount of time Evaluatees not District commitment needs to take ment of Education conference, Breckenon the formal evaluation cycle during several forms ridge, Colo 9 August 1986a particular year would still participate · Evaluators must have the time to Glatthorn, A IDifferentiated Supenvion Alin professional growth activities And, accomplish the process. There is no exandria, Va. Association for Superviperhaps most important, the system wav around the fact that performance sion and Curriculum Development,would he modeling consistent values appraisal is a time-consuming task. 1984for teachers and students: valuing, re- · Adequate training opportunities I.ittle,J, P (,alagaran, and R O'Neal Professpecting, and developing each individ- must be provided for both evaluator sional Development Roles and Relationual's potential to the maximum and evaluatee Training programs Sans Princlesandkilar Wesoft Laoratrdegree must provide agreement on a modelest a1984rat8 Evaluation is a district prionity of effective instruction, on some de- McGreal, T Succesul Teacher EvaluationWhen half of the teachers in a building gree of common vocabulary, and on Alexandria, Va Association for Superviare notified on 1 April that they will all standards of measuring these sion and Curriculum Development.be evaluated within the next two elements 1983weeks, they get a clear message about *The evaluation process must tie Wise, A., i Darling-Hammond, Mthe importance of the process. into district goals, particularly goals McLaughlin, and H. Bernstein. TeacerWhen evaluation reports contain related to the improvement of instruc- Ft.aluation A Study of Effective Prac-phrases such as 'loves kids," 'very tion Evaluation must drive the im- tices Santa Monica, Calif: Rand Corporacaring," 'Id love to have my child in provement process, identifying t ion, 1984this class, and little else, it is clear that strengths and weaknesses, focusing David T. Conley is Senor Consultantthe district is not concerned with district inservice offerings, and guid Cenificated Personnel Evaluation, Clora-achieving maximum growth of the ing administrators in the improvement do Department of Evaluation, Denver, COprofessional staff process 80203
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